Building Narrative Summary

Reading Summary

- A smaller percentage of high achieving students
- A smaller percentage of medium achieving students
- A larger percentage of low achieving students

The average Reading grade equivalent for this building, grade K, was K.5, which represents a national percentile rank of 13 for this time of the year. The typical student in grade K in this building scored higher than 13 percent of grade K students in the nation.

Language Summary

- A smaller percentage of high achieving students
- A smaller percentage of medium achieving students
- A larger percentage of low achieving students

The average Language grade equivalent for this building, grade K, was K.1, which represents a national percentile rank of 7 for this time of the year. The typical student in grade K in this building scored higher than 7 percent of grade K students in the nation.

Vocabulary Summary

- A smaller percentage of high achieving students
- A smaller percentage of medium achieving students
- A larger percentage of low achieving students

The average Vocabulary grade equivalent for this building, grade K, was K.0, which represents a national percentile rank of 13 for this time of the year. The typical student in grade K in this building scored higher than 13 percent of grade K students in the nation.